1 Introduction
==============

In order to minimize the risk of drug development failures, academic and industrial research has focused on target-based drug discovery approaches. This has led to several computational methods to score gene(target)--disease association upon efficacy estimates calculated from different data sources, ranging from scientific publications to omics databases ([@btaa518-B13]; [@btaa518-B15]; [@btaa518-B16]). We have recently proposed two transcriptome-driven approaches to identify and score gene--disease associations ([@btaa518-B7]), namely tissue-specific efficacy (TSE) and modulation (MOD) scores. The first method identifies genes that are closely related to disease-genes (genes with genetic variants that associate with disease risk) in tissue-specific gene co-expression networks. The second method estimates the likelihood of a gene perturbation (e.g. knockout or know-down) resulting in specific reversion of disease gene-expression profiles. As we have previously reported, these methods can considerably increase the true positive rate of known target--disease associations ([@btaa518-B7]). Here, we introduce ThETA, an R package that easily facilitates performing these efficacy scoring methods. In particular, ThETA provides functions (i) to tailor the workflow of the proposed scoring methods, (ii) to integrate these novel scores with efficacy estimates available on the Open Targets Platform and generate an overall efficacy score that can be used to prioritize target--disease associations. Moreover, ThETA provides visualization tools to depict tissue-specific network paths linking top targets (or genes) and disease-genes, to visualize biological annotations associated to set of selected gene targets. An example of workflow that R-users can implement with the ThETA package is depicted in [Figure 1](#btaa518-F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![An overview of the functions provided by ThETA. **(**1) ThETA generates target(gene)--disease association scores by using two novel mRNA-based scoring methods. (2) ThETA adds and combines efficacy scores retrieved from alternative drug--target discovery platforms (e.g. Open target platform). The table aligned with the steps 2 and 3 indicates the top-ranked targets for Type 2 Diabetes after using the harmonic sum as prioritization score. (3) ThETA compiles efficacy estimates for all annotated disease--gene pairs, and it (4) provides an R-shiny application to display selected drug targets in tissue-specific networks. The tissue-specific gene networks include three different types of node: known disease-genes (red stars), novel targets (light blue triangles) and bridge genes (blue circles), which connect putative targets to known disease-genes. (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](btaa518f1){#btaa518-F1}

2 Methods and features
======================

This section describes the main features of the R package ThETA.

2.1 Compiling transcriptome-driven efficacy scores
--------------------------------------------------

The R package ThETA provides the implementation of two transcriptome-based efficacy scoring methods, namely TSE and MOD scores, respectively. By traversing existing tissue/disease specific networks, the tissue-specific scoring (TSE) method detects gene targets that are closely related to disease-genes in disease-relevant tissues. While, the MOD score estimates the likelihood of a gene perturbation (e.g. knockout and knockdown) to result in specific reversion of disease gene-expression profiles. More details on the TSE and MOD scores can be found in our previous study ([@btaa518-B7]). In order to compile the TSE score, the user has to provide the following data inputs: tissue-specific gene-expression data, gene--disease pairs from genome-wide association studies, and human protein--protein interaction (PPI) network. Additionally, ThETA provides three pre-computed datasets for this purpose, including data retrieved from GTEx ([@btaa518-B1]), DisGeNET ([@btaa518-B16]) and StringDB ([@btaa518-B9]). In addition, ThETA includes two datasets representing pre-computed node centrality scores from the human PPI network and disease--tissue association scores. These five datasets allow users to rapidly compile TSE scores. However, users still have the possibility to specify different input data and cut-off values for the selection, e.g. for the most significant disease--tissue associations. The MOD score requires lists of up- and down-regulated genes induced by disease and gene perturbations (e.g. gene knockout, knockdown, etc.). For this task, ThETA included gene lists retrieved from Enrichr ([@btaa518-B14]). Details of the input data format are included in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} document called 'Walkthrough ThETA'. Moreover, known target--disease associations from the DrugBank database ([@btaa518-B21], [@btaa518-B22]), the Therapeutic Target Database ([@btaa518-B3]; [@btaa518-B19]) and the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database ([@btaa518-B4], [@btaa518-B5]) are provided in order to allow users to assess the accuracy of the compiled efficacy estimates. These databases include pairwise associations on drugs, molecular targets and diseases.

2.2 Uploading and combining external efficacy estimates
-------------------------------------------------------

Many different drug--target discovery platforms, such as Open Targets ([@btaa518-B13]) and DisGeNET, provide efficacy scores for drug--target disease associations. These scores, which are freely available for download from their respective web sites, can be integrated with the efficacy estimates provided by ThETA in order to define more robust efficacy estimates for the prioritization of disease--target associations. Currently, ThETA implements two integration methods: the harmonic sum proposed by the authors of Open Targets (<https://docs.targetvalidation.org/getting-started/scoring>) and the max function. The max simply considers the maximum value across different efficacy estimates. While, the harmonic sum aggregates individual efficacy scores, sorted by descending score i.e. from higher to lower values.

2.3 Compiling tissue-specific networks and biological annotations for selected gene targets
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An important novelty presented by ThETA is the use of tissue-specific information for the evaluation of genes as drug targets. Indeed, it is acknowledged that drugs modulating tissue-specific targets are more likely to succeed in phase 3 of clinical trials, and that by targeting tissue specificity there are opportunities to identify drug targets with improved efficacy and safety ([@btaa518-B17]). Therefore, given the importance of tissue specificity of drug targets, ThETA includes an interactive visualization tool, based on R-shiny ([@btaa518-B55]), to display tissue-specific gene networks highlighting genes and pathways that connect putative targets with the genetic loci that underlie disease susceptibility, or simply disease-genes (see [Fig. 1](#btaa518-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In these graph structures, the selected genes are distinguished from the disease-genes and the so-called bridge genes, which connects genetic variations associated with diseases and selected targets. Another important feature of the presented R package is the possibility to compile extensive biological annotations. By using enrichplot ([@btaa518-B23]) and clusterProfiler ([@btaa518-B23]) R-packages, ThETA can compile different biological annotations, including KEGG ([@btaa518-B12]; [@btaa518-B11]), GO ([@btaa518-B2]; [@btaa518-B18]) and REACTOME ([@btaa518-B6]; [@btaa518-B10]), linked to selected targets. In more detail, given a target, it selects all genes in the shortest pathways connecting that target to known disease-genes, within relevant tissue-specific networks, and compiles corresponding biological annotations. Moreover, ThETA can be used to further explore the genes that are closely related to selected targets by using Random Walk with Restart ([@btaa518-B8]).

3 Conclusion
============

ThETA offers a user-friendly toolbox in R for the computation of mRNA-driven efficacy estimates of disease--target associations. It allows the user to customize the selection of disease-relevant tissues and the estimation of tissue-specific and MOD scores. Comprehensive datasets are included to facilitate easy adaption of the methods. Moreover, different visualization and biological annotation tools are provided to conduct biological interpretations on putative drug targets. Finally, the R package ThETA provides tutorial vignettes including extensive examples on how to use its functions.
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